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Abstract: With the success of Bitcoin and the introduction of different uses of Blockchain, such
as smart contracts in Ethereum, many researchers and industries have turned their attention to
applications that use this technology. In response to the advantages and disadvantages of Blockchain,
similar technologies have emerged with alterations to the original structure. Distributed ledger
technology (DLT) is a generalized distributed technology encompassing these new variants. Several
studies have examined the challenges and applications of Blockchain technology. This article explores
the possibilities of using different DLTs to solve traditional distributed computing problems based
on their advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, we provide an overview and comparison
of different DLTs, such as Hashgraph, Tangle, Blockchains, Side Chain and Holochain. The main
objective of the article is to examine whether distributed ledger technologies can replace traditional
computational methods in other areas instead of traditional methods. Based on the primary keywords,
we conducted a systematic review of more than 200 articles. Based on the data extracted from articles
related to the use of DLT, we conclude that that DLTs can complement other methods, but cannot
completely replace them. Furthermore, several DLTs such as Sidechain, Holochain and Hashgraph
are still in their infancy, and we foresee much research work in this area in the coming years.

Keywords: blockchain technology; distributed ledger technology (DLT); applications of DLT

1. Introduction

A whole new field of research was created with Satoshi Nakamoto’s introduction of
Blockchain technology in 2009 [1]. The use of Blockchain technology has been proposed in
numerous areas by researchers [2]. This technology has created a new space for various
applications by providing a distributed platform along with encryption algorithms. In the
early days, this type of technology was used to create a platform for financial transactions,
and its main goal was to create a system that could solve the problem of double spending.
In addition to solving problems traditionally solved with distributed methods, this system
was gradually used for other applications due to its high security on a distributed platform.
This technology can be used in several ways, such as improving the way elections are
conducted [3], storage and security of medical records [4–7] and supply chain manage-
ment [8,9]. In systems that used to rely on third-party solutions, this technology allows for
increased transparency, traceability and immutability of records in a trusted distributed
manner [10]. Blockchain technology is still in its infancy and is not yet mature enough to
replace traditional solutions in areas such as supply chain management, healthcare and
insurance. Furthermore, Blockchain technology has several advantages and disadvantages
that have resulted in the evolution of new trusted distributed technologies with different
structures that can be encapsulated into a general technology called distributed ledger
technology (DLT).

Many researchers have proposed new ideas and solutions by exploring the use of this
technology in other fields [10]. In addition, there are numerous articles that have collected
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information about different methods of using this technology in various fields [10–37]. In
some of these articles, the technical issues of this technology have been discussed, along
with its advantages and disadvantages. Others examine how to use these technologies in a
specific field, including the DLT solutions applicable to that field.

A critical analysis of the differences between the different technologies, as well as the
efficiency of this technology, is necessary due to the rapid growth of this technology and the
interest of industries and researchers in investigating and better utilizing this technology in
solving problems that were traditionally solved by other distributed methods.

Each new idea presented in the area should be analyzed according to its unique
characteristics, so that a large portion of the required information can be comprehensively
presented in a paper. To determine the importance of a particular technology, it is necessary
to examine its most important features according to the specific characteristics of the field
and to determine its advantages over traditional methods according to the characteristics
of the problem. For example, issues such as voting require high accuracy and security,
and issues such as financial processing require high scalability in addition to high security.
Whether these technologies can be applied in real-world scenarios is a question that needs
to be answered. It appears that most of the previous articles only discuss the technical
aspects of these technologies or only one specific application area. In this article, we have
attempted to collect all of them in an up-to-date manner and to analyze the differences,
technical characteristics and potential of each in different fields.

This paper provides an overview and comparison between different DLTs and their
applications. Current survey papers on DLTs are mostly Blockchain-specific, with a focus
on their applications and challenges. Table 1 shows a comparison of our survey paper
with others.

Table 1. Comparison of current survey papers in DLT research.

Research Area Applications Focus Articles

Blockchain Partially focused Mostly on Blockchain only [11–16]
Application of Blockchain Focused on Blockchain tech Partially focused [17–23]

Tangle IoT Networks Only on IOTA [24]
Hashgraph Financial Proposed method only [25]
Sidechain Event-oriented application Proposed method only [26,27]

Survey paper on DLT Partially covers some applications Includes several technologies [28–38]
This Paper Covers well-known applications Covers several challenges and technical details

Many articles have investigated only one aspect of this technology [10–37] or have ad-
dressed its applications only in one field. In this article, we have compared the technologies
according to the requirements of different environments, their advantages, disadvantages
and differences from the traditional methods that were used.

After analyzing the various features of these technologies and examining the appli-
cations in various scenarios, such as voting, healthcare, IoT networks, etc., it has been
concluded that this technology cannot fully replace traditional methods. In general, these
technologies, except Tangle, which works specifically with IoT devices, are in the early
stages of development, and the problems of these technologies still need to be addressed.
We can mention the use of combined methods with traditional methods to solve these
problems or presenting new ideas to change the current technology. As this technology
grows extremely fast and gains attention from the scientific and industrial communities, it
is necessary to update the reviews on progress of this technology.

1.1. Methodology

The first step was to determine the research questions from the article’s objective,
which is to provide an overview of the latest distributed ledger technologies, their ap-
plications, and how they can be applied to problems traditionally addressed with other
methodologies. Table 2 presents the research questions that were formulated.
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Table 2. Research questions.

Question Description

RQ1: What technologies are included in DLT?

DLT is a general term that has been used for technologies with
difference in structure, namely, their topology, consensus algorithm,
but similar in two features, namely, distributed nature and linked

based recording data.

RQ2: What are the advantages and disadvantages of each
subcategory of DLT? Technical details on each technology and their comparison.

RQ3: What is the application of each DLT? Discovering the main applications of each DLT by review of
their literature.

RQ4 Can DLT technologies replace traditional methods in
different areas?

One of the main purposes of this paper is to investigate the
feasibility of DLTs in replacing traditional solutions in various areas.

Comparisons between their subcategories must be updated as DLTs grows rapidly.
This article evaluates five different categories of this technology based on review of articles
found in reputable scientific databases such as IEEE, Elsevier, and ACM.

We first identified and reviewed 27 primary survey papers by searching keywords as
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Keywords for review papers.

Keywords Combination of This Keyword

Blockchain
Blockchain Technology, Blockchain survey,

Blockchain review, Application of Blockchain,
Application of Blockchain review

Distributed ledger technologies (DLT)

DLT, DLT review, DLT survey, Distributed ledger
technologies review, Distributed ledger
technologies survey, application of DLT,

application of Distributed ledger technologies.

After reviewing other survey papers, we identified all the subsets of this technology
by searching for keywords in Table 4.

Table 4. Keywords for DLT related technologies.

Keywords Combination of This Keyword

Blockchain

Blockchain Technology, Blockchain, Application of
Blockchain, Blockchain Related Technologies,
Future of Blockchain, Blockchain Alternatives,
Blockchain issues, advantages of Blockchain,
Scalability Blockchain, Security Blockchain

Distributed ledger technologies (DLT)

DLT, Distributed ledger technologies, application
of DLT, application of Distributed ledger

technologies, DLT scalability, DLT security,
Transactions DLT.

Consensus algorithm

Consensus Algorithm DLT, Proof of Work, Proof of
Stake, Proof of Burn, Delegated Proof of Stake,
Byzantine Fault Tolerance, Practical Byzantine

Fault Tolerance, SIEVE,

Smart contract Smart contract, DLT Smart contract, Application
Smart Contract

Novel Novel DLT,
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By utilizing keywords such as Sidechain, Holochain, Blockchain, Ethereum, Bitcoin,
IOTA, Tangle and Hashgraph while searching for recent articles on social networks such
as Twitter, and websites, and checking in scientific databases such as IEEE, Elsevier, ACM
and finally with the help of the Google Scholar search engine for finding most of the
subcategories in DLT we added keywords related to the desired application environment,
such as healthcare, voting, etc., to the current keywords. A total of 214 papers have been
reviewed, and 85 selected primary papers have been added after reviewing abstracts,
introductions, methodologies and conclusions.

1.2. Organization of the Paper

Section 2 presents a review of distributed ledger technology with a focus on their
advantages and disadvantages. Section 3 discusses the applications of these technologies
in different areas Section 4 presents concluding remarks.

2. Distributed Ledger Technology

DLT is a general protocol and structure for recording data in a distributed and secure
fashion. It emphasizes the presence of a system that is controlled by a distributed network
and has no central control. DLT secures data through cryptography and distributes them
across the network for storage. This technology is designed to establish trust between
parties that do not trust each other. Multiple copies of each record are kept and are linked
together by a cryptographic algorithm, and all copies of data must be compromised for the
intrusion to be successful [39].

This technology is divided into different subcategories according to the structure
created to keep the data record. Each of these subcategories includes a wide range of
technologies that have their own advantages and disadvantages.

This article discusses five sub-technologies under the distributed ledger technology:
Blockchain, Tangle, Hashgraph, Side-chains and Holochain. Each of these technologies
distributes trust between users and records information, but the manner in which they
retain data and the consensus algorithm they use to ensure the accuracy of procedures
are different. In summary, consensus algorithms can be used to make all the nodes in the
network agree on the records they are storing [40]. Due to the differences between consensus
algorithms, each technology has unique features as well as advantages and disadvantages.

2.1. Blockchain

Blockchain technology was first used to solve the problem of double spending [1].
Cryptographic algorithms and distributed ledgers form the basis of this technology. It
consists of a chain of blocks linked to each other, with each block containing numbers
of transactions merged to the previous block and linked to previous transactions. As a
general rule, an initial block is formed, and then new transactions result in a new block
that is linked by keeping the previous block’s hash data. Moreover, these blocks are widely
distributed within a distributed network without central management, making it difficult
to easily add a fake block or question a block’s existence. With these features, transactions
are immutable; therefore, data can be recorded on a Blockchain network without any
changes or the ability to track the record history [41]. In addition, each Blockchain has a
unique consensus algorithm for agreeing on a new block to prevent attacks such as Sybil
attacks [14]. The selection of a trusted entity to make a new block in Blockchain can be
based on algorithms such as proof of work [42], proof of burn [43] and proof of stake [44].

Distributed databases and cryptographic algorithms are combined in Blockchain
technology to reliably store transactions [45]. Data integrity can be guaranteed by this tech-
nology without a centralized entity managing or controlling it. All transactions made with
Blockchain technology are placed into a block and verified by all the nodes. Additionally, a
hash of the transaction will be recorded in the block, and a hash from the previous block
will be recorded to provide a link [46]. Therefore, if one transaction in a block changes,
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the newly calculated hash will differ from the hash already registered, and the block will
become invalid [46].

The structure of the Blockchain is multiple blocks chained together in a timestamped
chronological manner. Blocks generally consist of three parts: data, hash for the current
block, and hash for the previous block that is included in the new block to determine the
order of the blocks. The genesis block will be the first block created, and the next block will
keep the hash of the genesis block with its own data and hash. A hash is a mathematical
function that changes data into a short, arbitrary size, array of data [47]. The hash function
produces results that cannot be decrypted and should be unique so that every dataset has
its own fingerprint. By changing data on a block, the hash will no longer be the same, and
if the hash has also been altered, the chain of the subsequent block cannot be linked due to
the difference between the hash recorded in the next block and the current block. Therefore,
the following chain will be considered invalid [46]. Figure 1 illustrates the Blockchain and
the block, which consists of data, their current hash and the previous block hash. Any
tampering with a block will result in the invalidity of the block and the following chain
of blocks.
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In Blockchain, a hash function acts as a fingerprint [48], whereas in central systems
changing the hash data is easy due to the single-failure node issue. Therefore, to prevent the
data from being altered in a distributed network, a copy of the Blockchain will be shared
among all participants. Whenever a node joins the network, they will receive a copy of all
Blockchain records, so in the event of an attack, the attacker will need to gain the support
of more than 50 percent of the network to change the data that exist in the Blockchain.
Furthermore, every participant on the Blockchain should verify and agree on the new block
before it is added to the Blockchain. It is here that consensus algorithms play a vital role.
As a result of the consensus algorithm, one of the participants wins the ability to declare
and share the new block with the network. The other participants are required to verify the
block to ensure that the data and hashes on the block are valid. In the example of Bitcoin,
a group of transactions will be chosen from a pool of transactions, and a proof of work
algorithm will require a mathematically difficult puzzle to be solved, and each participant
who solves the puzzle will create data consisting of the transactions chosen from the pool
and send the new block for verification to other participants. Other participants will verify
the data and the validity of the transaction, such as by verifying the sender and recipient’s
address and the Bitcoin that is going to be transferred, before approving the new block [49].

With this technology, cryptocurrencies were born. Bitcoin’s market and demand have
grown so rapidly that, at the time of writing this paper, the price for each Bitcoin is around
USD 47,000. Since the introduction of Bitcoin and Blockchain, this technology has been
studied by many researchers and has been used in many other applications in addition to
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payment processing. As a result, many other Blockchain technologies have been introduced
to the world, but all of them have the same key features of transparency, immutability and
decentralization [50].

• Transparency

Blockchain transactions can be tracked, as it is necessary to verify new transactions
against old ones. All the nodes in the Blockchain network hold a copy of the Blockchain,
and by checking the last block, the previous block can be found from the hash data [51].

• Immutability

Blockchain data are recorded in different copies, which are encrypted and linked
to previous data. Additionally, they have a robust consensus algorithm for making new
blocks, such as proof of work, making it difficult to change recorded data or introduce fake
data into the network [52].

• Decentralization

All Blockchain technologies aim for decentralization, but some do have some central
management. In some cases, private Blockchain networks are not completely decentral-
ized [53,54].

The application of Blockchain to real-world problems has gained increased attention
in recent years because of the above key features. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
were first used as financial and payment systems, and many industries have adopted
them as a payment method [55–58]. Financial services that employ cryptocurrencies can
be seen in tourism [59], the trading of digital assets [60] and black markets [61]. While
cryptocurrencies are mostly used to make payments, this technology has also opened
up many other opportunities. The second generation of Blockchain technologies such as
Ethereum and the addition of smart contracts into this technology have evolved.

Ethereum was introduced by Vitalik Buterin in 2014 [62]. The Ethereum protocol
has a built-in programmability feature that implements Nick Szabo’s definition of smart
contracts [63]. The introduction of smart contracts opened up the possibility of Defi
Applications (decentralized finance), which allowed finance applications to run on the
Ethereum network without the need for central validation. In Szabo’s definition of smart
contracts, a computer program can replace paper contracts and automate the process of
implementing contract terms and conditions [63,64]. Smart contracts have shown a wide
range of applications in areas such as secure voting [65], insurance policies [66], healthcare
record data security [67,68] and digital asset trading, among others. Blockchain-based
smart contracts have advantages over paper contracts due to their transparency, prevention
of errors and fraud, and low cost.

Blockchain technology has also shown the potential to compete with and replace other
digital solutions. A Blockchain can, for instance, be used to secure a system through its
own public-private key authentication. There have been many studies on using Blockchain
technology and solving issues in other areas such as supply chain management without in-
volving a third party with greater transparency and immutability. However, this technology
has its own limitations in its ability to replace older technologies.

In addition to having some similar features such as transparency or being decentral-
ized to govern the network, Blockchain technology also has some differences such as its
scalability, access, programmability, and open-source nature that make it useful in certain
areas while useless in others. While there are many benefits and advantages of Blockchains,
their disadvantages should also be considered. The most common issue is scalability [69].
The Bitcoin network can handle up to 10 transactions per second, so it is difficult to use
Bitcoin to replace a payment system such as Visa, which has the ability to handle millions
of transactions per second. Furthermore, a Blockchain such as Bitcoin has limited storage
for each block (1 MB) and a proof of work algorithm that ensures the creation of new
blocks every 10 min. As a result, the validation of one transaction is expensive compared to
traditional systems such as the Visa or Mastercard networks.
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2.1.1. Blockchain Life Cycle

The transaction is built by a node and signed by its private key, which can be accessed
by its own public key. A gossip protocol is used to send this transaction to the network [70].
The next peer-named miners select some number of transactions for validation and verifi-
cation. The miners create a block based on those verified transactions and attempt to get
that block approved by the network. In this step, consensus algorithms play an important
role in determining which miner is eligible to create the next block [71]. For instance, the
Bitcoin network uses proof of work to ask miners to solve a difficult math puzzle in order
to be eligible to add a new block. This algorithm requires the miner to pay a high price for
securing the validation of transactions. In Bitcoin, a reward is given for making a block,
and some Bitcoin is given to the miner who solves the puzzle and adds the new block to
the network. To keep track of all transactions in recent blocks, the new block will be linked
to the chain by hash algorithms. To show the order of blocks in the chain, each block stores
a hash of its previous block. Additionally, they include the number of transactions based
on their size, which varies depending on the technology. Because all ledgers and peers in
the Blockchain network have copies of the blocks, they can be tracked. Figure 2 illustrates
the lifetime of a transaction and the addition of a new block to Blockchain.
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Blockchain technology can be classified from many perspectives. Depending on how
a node joins the Blockchain network, it can be classified as public or private. The Bitcoin
Blockchain, which is the quintessential example of a public Blockchain, is entry/exit
free. In private Blockchain networks, only known nodes can enter the network [72].
Cryptocurrencies can be divided into two categories based on the way they are generated
and distributed.

The first category includes cryptocurrencies created by the first transaction on the
genesis node, which is then distributed among stakeholders. The second category in-
cludes cryptocurrencies that are generated over time and distributed. There are different
methods for the generation process, depending on the type of cryptocurrency. With proof
of work, miners are rewarded with cryptocurrencies for solving difficult problems, e.g.,
Hashcash [73] in Bitcoin. As an alternative to the proof of work, the proof of stake is another
approach [44]. Proof of stake enables a miner who possesses more cryptocurrency to have
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a higher chance of placing blocks in the Blockchain and earning coins. However, in proof of
work, the power of the miner’s processors determines their ability to create a new block and
acquire coins as a reward. Further, there are other approaches, such as proof of burn, which
is used in cryptocurrencies such as Slimcoin, where miners earn Slimcoin in exchange for
destroying another cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin [73].

Although Blockchain technology has many benefits, it also has many disadvantages.
The disadvantages of Blockchain technology are outlined below.

2.1.2. Scalability

In order to have a trustless robust system, Blockchain needs to propagate data amongst
all the nodes as there is no trust amongst the networks. To do that, it needs to make limited
storage available for each block; for example, in Bitcoin only 1 MB is available, which
can hold only a limited number of transactions. Further, the consensus algorithm is
another bottleneck in this process that makes it difficult to constantly build new blocks.
As a result, in the Bitcoin network the limitation for transactions per second is 10, and in
Ethereum it is around 13 to 17 transactions. Table 5 shows a comparison between different
Blockchain technologies.

Table 5. Comparison between different Blockchains.

Name Permission Consensus
Algorithm Scalability Transactions

per Second
Smart

Contract Applications References

Bitcoin Public PoW Low 5 No Financial [1]

Ethereum Public PoW/PoS Low 15 Yes

Industries,
Financial,
Insurance,
Voting, etc.

[74]

Litecoin Public Scrypt hash
algorithm Medium 55 Yes, OmniLite Financial [75]

Bitcoin Cash Public PoW Medium 300
Through side
chains such as
smartBCS [76]

Financial [77]

2.1.3. Security

Blockchain technology has many security issues, most of which are related to the
amount of power miners possess. As such, a 51 percent attack is one in which a malicious
side gains more than 50 percent of the power in the network. This allows them to commit
double spending and produce fraudulent blocks, which leads to the loss of trust in that
network [78]. To prevent such an issue, any new Blockchain technology needs to make
sure it avoids giving such power and starts growing quickly among different stakeholders
to make it more difficult for this to occur. In addition, there are other types of attacks
such as Sybil attacks [79], fishing on wallets holding private keys [80], and selfish mining
attacks [81] that make the Blockchain more vulnerable. Any good Blockchain technology
must be immune to these attacks.

2.2. Tangle

Despite all the benefits of Blockchain technology, this technology can only be used for
high-power systems. Specifically, using Blockchain in Internet of Things (IoT) networks
poses a number of problems. To solve these problems, Tangle was proposed specifically for
IoT devices [82]. Tangle technology is a decentralized encrypted network for recording data
in a scalable and secure manner. To track history and validate the network, Tangle uses a
non-cyclical directional graph to link transactions together [83]. Tangle’s first technology
is IOTA, which is built for IoT networks. Key features of IOTA are scalability, zero-fee
transactions and its lightweight proof of work based on the Hashcash algorithm, which fits
IoT devices with limited resources.
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Each user who wants to perform transactions also needs to validate other transactions,
so the key difference between ITA and Blockchain technology is there is no incentive system
for miners to validate other transactions; therefore, to perform a transaction a user only
needs to validate two other transactions. Further, if these two transactions are deemed
invalid, the new transaction will also be considered invalid. This results in requiring no
fees for performing thousands of transactions between IoT devices. Having more users on
the network will also result in higher scalability on the network since the validating job is
distributed among all users in the network [82–84]. Figure 3 illustrates the validation of
transactions in IOTA.
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2.2.1. Tangle Life Cycle

The genesis transaction was the first transaction in the IOTA tangle that created all
IOTA coins and distributed them to the initial investors [85]. For Blockchain, the issue was
the size of the block and the energy required to validate the block, which is a bottleneck
for Blockchain technologies; therefore, in IOTA there are no blocks, and transactions are
recorded instead. Once the genesis node is recorded, other transactions verify the genesis
transaction, become unconfirmed transactions, and remain in a pool of transactions. When
a transaction needs to occur, the provider of that transaction will choose two unconfirmed
transactions from the pool with a tip selection algorithm and validate them and check
double spending on both, linking their transaction to those unconfirmed transactions.
The graph will be cut if any transactions deemed invalid are linked to those invalid
transactions [82]. Transactions will be confirmed when they reach a cumulative score
of approvals from new transactions. In IOTA, there are entities called coordinators that
provide security and scalability. IOTA foundation controls coordinators, which confirm the
network and find invalid transactions. The problem with coordinators is their centrality
over the network and their vulnerability to single failure node attacks [86].

2.2.2. Advantage of Tangle

The Tangle network has higher scalability than traditional Blockchains since all users
validate transactions to request a transaction, and as the network grows the number of
validators also increases. The other advantage of IOTA Tangle is that there is no fee for any
transaction, and the nature of IoT devices requires a high number of micro transactions that
would cost too much on a Blockchain network, but not on IOTA [87]. Moreover, IoTA is
built for devices with low computing power capability since the consensus algorithm is
much lighter than the ones that use PoW in Blockchain.

2.2.3. Disadvantages

IOTA has many advantages over Blockchain, but it also has weaknesses. One of its
major weaknesses is the lack of distribution and the existence of a central coordinator.
Distributed technologies are designed to create trust between network communities by
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removing any central power, the presence of which reduces trust. Additionally, targeting
them can cause disruptions in the network. A second disadvantage of the IOTA network is
its wallet security, which is a weakness of the WOTZ algorithm that generates addresses
and signs messages in the network. Using the same address continuously causes security
breaches in IOTA wallets [88]. Finally, the disadvantage of IOTA is that it is only used
for performing micropayments between IoT devices and no smart contracts are provided,
although this style has many other features such as the MAM protocol which can be used
to communicate between IOTA nodes in a secure environment [89].

2.2.4. Scalability

IOTA addresses two main issues associated with blockchain, which are scalability and
miners. In IOTA, each node must confirm transactions that have not yet been confirmed
in addition to issuing a transaction. It begins by selecting two unconfirmed transactions,
named tips, and then verifies there are no conflicts between them and adds its transaction
to the network using a light Proof-of-Work algorithm. This technique makes IOTA’s Tangle
incredibly scalable. For every transaction that is added to the Tangle, two others are being
confirmed. This means that the network doesn’t slow down when there are several new
transactions. The IOTA network becomes faster when more transactions happen. This
means that IOTA can handle almost an unlimited number of transactions per seconds while
traditional blockchain can only handle a few transactions per second. However, there is
also another aspect to scalability which everybody tends to forget, which is storage. In
Blockchain, users need a full copy of the chain before they can start adding new transactions,
IOTA’s Tangle is much more light weight. Users do not need a full copy of the Tangle to add
transactions. They only need a small part of the Tangle to create and verify transactions.
This makes it much more future proof and, crucially, IOTA has no miners. The concept of
mining does not exist on the IOTA network [87].

2.2.5. Security

The security in issuing transactions in IOTA is based on Winternitz One Time Signature
Scheme [88]. In IoTA each node has a seed that will be added to a random index and hashed
with the kerl function. After steps of fragmentation and hashing over and over a private
key will be produced. The concern with this algorithm is reusing the same address over
and over which may cause security breaches [88]. In the coming Chrysalis update IOTA
will switch to a well-trusted digital signature scheme called the Edwards-Curve digital
signature algorithm which Bitcoin and Ethereum have relied upon for years. It allows
users to use static reusable addresses, which will help to improve user as well as developer
experiences [90].

2.3. Hashgraph

The Swirlds Hashgraph consensus algorithm was introduced by Baird in 2016 to solve
the fairness and scalability issues associated with Blockchain technology [25]. Hashgraphs
are based on vertical time series of events by each user. Using the gossip protocol, each user
will request an event or transaction in a time series, and it will be shared with other users for
voting. This is fair since the choice of event is based on the date the event was created, and it
is scalable since there is no need for a history of transactions because the transaction will be
deleted after it has been validated. In comparison with Blockchain technology, this provides
fairness for transactions, as Blockchain relies on the miners to validate transactions, and
they choose transactions that benefit them [25]. Both technologies are resistant to attacks
such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) and Sybil attacks. Hashgraph technology
is a private network managed by the founder. Its code is not opensource, which makes
trusting this network difficult. In addition, since the network requires permission to enter,
it is difficult to establish trust between the community of Hashgraph. Furthermore, while
transactions in Blockchain technology can be tracked as transparent, this is not possible
in Hashgraph since they are deleted after some time, making storage for the nodes much
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more limited than in other Blockchains. Figure 4 shows the structure of Hashgraph. In
Hashgraph, each entity has a timeline that requests events. These events will be validated
according to the date they were published.
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Hashgraph has advantages and disadvantages compared to blockchain technology,
which are listed below.

2.3.1. Energy Efficient

After a period, transactions in the hashgraph are deleted. Additionally, this results
in less energy being wasted when checking the network and maintaining payments, even
though this issue has a disadvantage for uses that require a complete history of the net-
work [25].

2.3.2. Security

Hashgraph uses Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) for securing the network, which
stops intruders from tampering with the data or entering the network. Despite failures or
malicious nodes, BFT provides a situation for Hashgraph to continue functioning [25].

2.3.3. Scalability

Hashgraph propagates events through gossip control, which prevents overcrowding
the network with messages and enables transactions to be approved more quickly [25].

2.3.4. Disadvantages

The most important drawback of Hashgraph technology can be pointed out in the fact
that this technology is closed and patented, which makes fewer people trust it, and this
network is not fully distributed [25].

2.4. Side Chain

Side chain is a consortium of subnets with different features as separated Blockchain
networks. The novelty of side chain is the sharding that connects different subchains of
networks. Each subchain performs its own verification and validation, and only some data
are locked into the main chain or master chain. Side chain attempts to solve the scalability
problem in Blockchain technology by sharding the network into parallel systems so that
each group can validate its own transactions and record a fragment of the data into the
master chain. Each subchain can maintain its own asset that trades in the subchain, and
the last state of the transaction is maintained on the master chain. It is a permission-based
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network, which brings more privacy into the network because each group can create a
subchain to trade with the others and only share fragments of the data in the main chain.
Further, it is scalable due to the fact that transactions happen in parallel with small or no
fees [91,92].

Advantages and Disadvantages

The goal of Side Chain is to create a common ecosystem to communicate between
different DLTs. Taking into account their relationship, this technology is actually shared
between other technologies, preserving all their capabilities and independency. Sidechains
can be divided into independent sub-networks to divide transactions, each of which has
its own unique capabilities. This makes the DLT technology ecosystem integrated and
increases the speed of the processes in a more efficient way. However, this technology is
still in its infancy and the usage of this technology is more about trading ecosystems.

2.5. Holochain

Holochain is an agent-centric distributed application platform. A major difference
between Holochain and other DLTs is that it is based on agents. Each agent holds a
Blockchain for itself with access to the main Holochain with a private key that allows it
to record data. Using the application-driven agents, Holochain performs transactions and
stores the data. In contrast to Blockchain, it is more of a distributed application that can
be used for asset trading in a scalable and energy-efficient manner [86]. Table 6 shows a
comparison between DLTs based on scalability, cost, fairness, security, permission, and
open-source status.

Table 6. General comparison between DLTs.

Technology Scalability Cost Fairness Security Permission Open Source

Blockchain Low High Low High Public/Private Many of them
are opensource

IOTA Tangle High No cost Due to high scalability,
it is not important High Public Yes

Hashgraph High Low Good High Private No

Side Chain High Low Depends on subchains Good Both Private
and public

Depends on
Subchains

Holochain Medium Medium It is not addressed Depends on Agents Both Private
and Public Depends on Agents

In comparison, these five technologies differ mostly in their architectures although
they all share two important characteristics in common, namely, their distribution and the
use of a consensus algorithm to provide data immutability. These technologies have various
uses depending on their structure. IOTA technology, for instance, is designed exclusively
for IoT networks and IoT devices, because other technologies require computationally
intensive operations that cannot be handled by small IoT devices.

They also differ in the scalability of their systems, which has been solved by changing
the consensus algorithm in other technologies such as Tangle, Hashgraph, Sidechain and
Holochain. The other difference between them, which stems from the differing consensus
algorithms and structures, is the cost of transactions in each, which has made it harder to
use them in various cases due to the high cost of proof-of-work algorithms in technologies
such as Bitcoin. The creation of new methods has led to a reduction in the costs associated
with these networks.

The discussion of fairness in the execution of transactions is also important, as it can
lead to long-term delays in the execution of a transaction, and in technologies such as
Blockchain, due to the existence of transaction costs and incentives, this position becomes
important to investigate. This problem in technologies such as Hashgraph has been solved
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by prioritization of the time that each event has been created. In addition, this problem is
not seen in other technologies with a high number of transactions per second.

Furthermore, the security of these networks depends on the consensus algorithm,
which should protect against intrusions such as the Sybil Attack. As another point of
comparison between these technologies, it may be worth highlighting the openness of the
network to new users, whether it is a public network or a private one that needs permission
to access. In general, private networks have better access control and higher transaction
speeds, but due to the existence of a supervisory body, they cannot be fully monitored in a
distributed fashion, and this conflicts with the main purpose of these technologies.

In the end, the availability of the source codes is vital for drawing attention to these
technologies and building trust in them, which can be an issue with a technology such as
Hashgraph, since this technology is not open source.

The different characteristics of these technologies showed their potential utility in a
variety of areas that require these features. Comparing these technologies with each other
and with traditional approaches is necessary. Thus, in the next section a comparison of
their application with regard to their features has been given.

3. Applications of DLT

The lack of centralized computing in DLT has paved the way for different applications.
One is the use of Blockchain for actions where the need for trusted third parties is inevitable.
Researchers have defined concepts such as smart contracts in this area.

3.1. DLT in Energy Trading

Energy trading is one of many fields in which smart contracts have been used [93].
As a result of the high demand for energy, different home-based methods for generating
electricity have emerged. With this power generation, consumers and service providers can
establish a two-way energy exchange network. Therefore, smart grids have been developed
to trade energy via central systems in traditional solutions [94]. These systems have the
drawback of lacking the trust of customers and privacy [95]. Furthermore, single-point
failures can cause damage to central systems. The Blockchain, with its distributed platform
and smart contracts, provides the opportunity to trade energy between consumers in a
secure way.

This article discusses energy trading using Blockchain. In this method, energy is
traded among peers, and only information is exchanged via the Blockchain network, which
is a low-cost way to make private and secure transactions. Blockchains enable transactions
to be carried out securely and safely, which eliminates the need to exchange energy and
costs with third parties. This makes energy management and energy trading easier and
more secure. By using smart contracts and transparency feature of them, a Blockchain
network can also improve security and ease the execution of transactions compared to
non-Blockchain systems. When a seller of energy sends a smart contract to the Blockchain
network and requests a price, the smart contract provides transparency to the buyer.

Mengelkamp et al. [96] developed a private Blockchain and smart contracts for energy
trading markets in response to the need to manage renewable energy sales. As part of this
Blockchain, smart contracts are used due to the need to manage the distributed sales market
for renewable energies [91]. Furthermore, Abdella et al. provided a survey with useful
details on smart grids and smart contracts [97]. Keke Gai et al. implemented a Consortium
Blockchain-based technique to solve issue of privacy and data leakages in smart grids,
which can lead to leakage of the location of each customer [98]. Wang et al. also used
Blockchain for authentication problems in smart grids to develop a solution for attacks
such as DDoS [99]. Bera et al. introduced the DBACP-IoTSG method and a new consensus
algorithm for Blockchain-based access control for smart grids. The communication in their
method is based on peer-to-peer communication with leaders in networks [100]. Table 7
shows a comparison between DLT-based approaches and traditional methods for running
a network of smart grids.
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Table 7. Comparison of DLT-based approaches and traditional approaches in smart grids.

Method Cost Security Privacy

Smart Grid with DLT Lower High Secure Access Control and Authentication

Central Method High Single Failure Node, DDoS attack Leakage of Data is Highly Possible

3.2. DLT in Insurance

DLT can also be used in the insurance industry. Insurance processes are often done
manually or on paper, which is time-consuming and costly. In traditional insurance,
contracts were made at a high cost on paper, which is harmful to the environment and can
endanger people’s private data. Many of the problems of traditional insurance systems
can be solved using smart contracts by employing features such as trust, privacy and
transparency. The use of smart contracts for micropayments and insurance claims was
suggested in [101]. Furthermore, Bader et al. suggested a new method called CAYPAY to
limit the need for car inspections by using smart contracts and tamper-resistant sensors. The
method did not completely replace the traditional process, but it resulted in a reduction in
cost and time [66]. Additionally, Ciocarlie et al. introduced BlockCIS for a continuous loop
feedback system between customers and insurance companies based on Blockchain and
tested with Hyperledger Composer [102]. Blockchain can also be used for recording medical
data in insurance companies due to its tamper-resistant nature. MIStore is an example of the
use of Blockchain to record and keep medical insurance data [103]. In general, Blockchain
can be integrated in any step of the insurance process and offers advantages such as cost
efficiency, trust and transparency. However, it also has some limitations, such as in fraud
management and approving claims evidence; therefore, Blockchain is not mature enough to
replace insurance companies’ traditional approaches, but it can help reduce costs and time.
Table 8 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of DLT in the insurance industry.

Table 8. Advantages and disadvantages of Blockchain technology in the insurance industry.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Traditional approaches Human inspection of evidence High in cost and time

DLT approach Time and cost efficient, environment friendly,
tamper-resistant recoding data, transparent functionality

Not mature enough to fully replace
traditional approaches

3.3. DLT in Voting

DLT’s trust feature makes its use in voting a viable option. A centralized system cannot
be trusted in voting because it cannot be given full liability and is prone to single-point
failure issues. A traditional voting system can be paper-based or electronic, as long as it is
managed by a central system. A central system cannot be fully trusted to prevent votes
from being tampered with [72], so a DLT can play a critical role due to its distribution,
transparency, and immutability abilities [104].

A system utilizing e-voting can save energy and be cost efficient by allowing voters
to cast their ballot from anywhere by clicking just a few buttons. However, there are also
disadvantages such as cyber-attacks that may cause large-scale issues with fewer resources
than a traditional system such as paper-based voting. E-voting systems can also have other
disadvantages, such as being more complex to use.

McCorry et al. introduced the use of Blockchain for voting in a boardroom scenario.
This was the first time Blockchain technology and smart contracts were used to vote in small
networks by giving voters options. Voters’ privacy was preserved, and the system was
run on the Ethereum network [65]. To cast your vote, you can also use Blockchain-based
methods, such as Bitcoin, to send transactions to candidates’ addresses, which is considered
a vote for that candidate [105,106]. Table 9 shows a comparison between traditional and
DLT-based methods for voting.
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Table 9. Advantages and disadvantages of DLT in voting systems.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Traditional approaches Everyone knows how to vote Centralized management such as governments cannot
be trusted for fully transparent voting

DLT approach Transparent, privacy reservation Expensive for voters, needs knowledge, hard to control
by governments

3.4. DLT in Healthcare

Smart contracts and blockchain technology provide a safe and secure method for
storing data, which helps resolve issues related to unreliable medical data and the manipu-
lation of data since they are recorded in a distributed network. Blockchain technology is
also useful for managing electronic health records (EHRs). There are also privacy concerns
with traditional systems, and DLT-based systems can be used for managing EHRs and
preserving the privacy of individuals. As a result of a system such as this, which has no
central administration, the security of personal information can be guaranteed by multiple
nodes within the Blockchain [107]. Table 10 shows a comparison between traditional and
DLT-based methods for storing healthcare records.

Table 10. Advantages and disadvantages of DLTs in healthcare.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Traditional approaches Mature systems, widely used Lack of standardization in EHR formats, not fully
trusted, does not fully keep privacy

DLT approach

Transparent, privacy reservation,
integration between different formats,

having a method for access control by the
owner of the record

Expensive to record healthcare records, in the
infancy level

3.5. Other Applications of DLT

As DLT is integrated with supply chain management systems, the supply chain of a
product can be traced from the beginning. Tian presented the use of a Blockchain system in
the food industry to track the supply chain by recording and tracking history in a chain of
blocks [108]. Furthermore, smart contracts and Blockchain can be used for trading, such as
for making payouts in industries [109] or selling lemons in Denmark [110].

DLT technology also has some drawbacks that need to be addressed. As transparent
networks, Blockchain networks should not store private information. Furthermore, smart
contracts need to be bug-free to be fully trusted [111]. Finally, the lack of legal support for
Blockchain-based applications is hindering the development of applications in DLT [112].

IOTA Tangle technology is designed for IoT networks, and its application can be
found in the security of vehicular applications [113], improving IoT network security [114],
increasing privacy in healthcare [115], securing WSN networks [116], P2P energy trad-
ing [117] and any IoT-related area that needs a lightweight distributed ledger payment
system with high scalability. In comparison to the usage of Blockchain, the high scalability
and lack of fees gives IOTA high potential in applications related to IoT devices.

Additionally, Hashgraph technology can be used for private DLT networks to build a
secure, highly scalable, DLT for transactions. Compared to Blockchain technology, it has
the advantage of high scalability on recording transactions, but it also has the disadvantage
of not being an open-source environment for a community to grow.

Side chain technology is a highly scalable technology compared to Blockchain and
has the ability of having customized Blockchain technology as a subchain on the network.
There is great potential in this area to replace Blockchain technology, and there are some
efforts, for example the TON network, to use this technology to provide a fast scalable
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network with different ways of customization to build specific Blockchain technology for
specific applications such as recording data or trading assets.

The Holochain network, which is an application and agent-driven DLT network,
can benefit distributed applications running in separated Blockchain with no cost on the
network in a more secure and scalable manner; however, this technology and its application
is still in its infancy.

Table 11 shows a comparison of the different capabilities and applications of DLTs.

Table 11. Comparison between DLTs in their applications.

Technology Scalability Smart Contract Common Application Effectiveness

Blockchain Low Yes Financial, Smart contracts Infancy level

Tangle High No Managing the IoT network and its payments Toward mature

Hashgraph High No Event-based applications Infancy

Side Chain Medium Yes Multi-Blockchain structure Infancy Level

Holochain High Yes DApp-driven network Infancy Level

4. Conclusions

This paper discusses the advantages and disadvantages of five different DLTs. A
classification of DLT as well as the most commonly used applications of DLT are discussed.
A comparison based on the advantages and disadvantages of each DLT is also provided.
While there are many uses for DLT, the aim of this paper is to compare the effectiveness
of DLT in solving problems, so the most common used and discussed applications are
selected. Due to its nature of trustworthiness, transparency, built-in security features and
immunity of records, DLT has the potential to replace some traditional approaches. Once
the technology matures further, it is expected that more applications will use DLT based
solution to address the issues present in traditional systems such as single point of failure,
lack of data security, privacy and transparency.

Due to its unique capabilities and its design focus for IoT networks, Tangle is close to
maturity among the reviewed technologies. A variety of new applications can be developed
using Tangle. Furthermore, some areas such as e-Voting can benefit from DLTs since the
most important features that voting needs are immutability and transparency which DLT
can provide them. There is a lot of potential in DLTs for voting, and a lot of their current
problems can be solved by changing laws or training people to use this technology. These
technologies can provide many advantages in combination with traditional methods in
fields such as insurance, but they are still in the early stages of completely replacing
traditional methods, so they should be able to focus on the unique characteristics of each
field. As a final observation, this technology is advancing rapidly, and it is necessary to
conduct updated studies on their application, since this technology is predicted to become
of the most influential ones that will change the world.
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